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Abstract

Hyperspectral images have abundant of information stored in the various spectral bands ranging from visible to infrared region in

the electromagnetic spectrum. High data volume of these images have to be reduced, preserving the original information, to ensure

efficient processing. In this paper, dimensionality reduction is done on Indian Pines and Salinas-A datasets using inter band block

correlation coefficient technique followed by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and QR decomposition. The dimensionally

reduced images are classified using GURLS and LibSVM. Classification accuracies of the original image is compared to that of

the dimensionally reduced image. The experimental analysis shows that, for 10% training sample the overall accuracy , average

accuracy and kappa coefficient of the dimensionally reduced image (about 50% of the dimension is reduced) is i)83.52%, 77.18%,

0.8110 for Indian Pines and ii)99.53%, 99.40%, 0.9941 for Salinas-A dataset which is comparable to that of original image

i)84.67%, 82.28%, 0.8247 for Indian Pines and ii)99.32%, 99.18%, 0.9916 for Salinas-A dataset.
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1. Introduction

Hyperspectral imaging have a remarkable development in the recent years with the advancement in hyperspectral

sensors. High resolution and abundance of information in the hyperspectral images have attracted researchers from

various fields like agriculture, environmental monitoring, mining, etc. The volume of data which is acquired at any

time (t) is very high which pose a problem in data storage and processing. This reveals the importance of reducing the

dimension of these images.

Dimensionality reduction1,2 is a process in which a higher dimensional data is represented using a small portion

of the data ie, lower dimension , preserving its original features. Various techniques used for dimension reduction

are Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Discriminant Analysis, Minimum noise fraction (MNF), etc3. Inter band

block correlation coefficient followed by Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) and QR decomposition is utilized in
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the proposed work for reducing the dimension of the hyperspectral images4.

Hyperspectral classification techniques are applied to the dimensionally reduced HSI. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit

(OMP), Regularized Least Square (RLS), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Subspace Pursuit (SP), Relevance Vector

Machine (RVM), etc are the commonly used methods for classification. In the experiment we conducted, classification

is performed using kernel based libraries5,6,7 like Grand Unified Regularized Least Squares (GURLS)8 and LibSVM9.

The classification accuracy of dimensionally reduced image and original image is compared using various accuracy

assessment measures7.

2. Dimensionality Reduction

Hyperspectral images have redundant information due to its strong spectral correlation. So, it is useful to reduce the

dimension of these images. Dimensionality reduction can be done based on selection or transformation techniques.

In this paper, band selection based technique is used. Inter band block correlation coefficient method followed by

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and QR decomposition is utilized for reducing the dimension of a hyperspectral

image.

2.1. Inter Band Block Correlation Coefficient

Inter Band Block Correlation Coefficient (IBBC)4 is a preprocessing algorithm to remove the water absorption and

noisy bands automatically. This technique reduces the computational complexity of band selection techniques.

Consider a hyperspectral image of dimension m × n × l, where l is the number of bands. Each band is divided

into blocks of size q × q. If m, n is not divisible by q, the bands are zero padded with r = q − mod(m, q) rows and

c = q −mod(n, q) columns. So the size of bands become M × N, where M = m + r and N = n + c. Now, consider two

consecutive bands and find the correlation between the block Bi of jth band and B̃i of ( j + 1)th band. The equation for

the correlation coefficient is given by

ρ j(i) =
Np(bT

i b̃i) − (eT bi)(eT b̃i)√
[Np(bT

i bi) − (eT bi)
2
][Np(b̃i

T
b̃i) − (eT b̃i)

2
]

;

1 � j � l − 1, 1 � i � Nb

(1)

where bi and b̃i are the vector form or 1D version of the blocks Bi and B̃i respectively, e is the column vector of ones

of size Np × 1, Np = q2 is the number of pixels in each block, Nb =
M
q × N

q and ρ j ∈ RNb . The correlation matrix for

all the blocks in consecutive bands is given by ρ =
[
ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ(l−1)

]
. Standard deviation of the correlation matrix is

found out and represented in vector form as σ = [σ1, σ2, . . . , σl−1] where,

σ j =

√
1

Nb
(ρ j − μ je)T (ρ j − μ je); (2)

Here e is column vector of ones of size Nb × 1 and μ j =
eT ρ j

Nb
is the mean of the vector ρ j.

A threshold is determined such that all the elements above this threshold are eliminated. Threshold can be based

on mean, standard deviation and 2-mean. In this paper, standard deviation of σ is taken as the threshold value.

2.2. Singular Value Decomposition

Any matrix X of dimension a × b can be decomposed into matrices U, Σ and VT . It is expressed as:

X = UΣVT (3)

where U is an a × a orthogonal matrix with eigen vectors of XXT in its columns, Σ is a a × b matrix with square root

of eigen values of XXT or XT X as its diagonal elements and V is a b × b orthogonal matrix with eigen vectors of XT X
in its columns. In SVD based band selection, only the first k eigen values will be considered. ie, k most informative

bands are selected and the rest are discarded.
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2.3. QR Decomposition

QR decomposition (also called as QR factorization) is a process of orthogonalization which decomposes a matrix

into an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R. Consider a a×b matrix X with a ≥ b, QR decomposition

can be written as:

X = QR (4)

where Q is a a × a matrix and R is a a × b matrix. Here the diagonal values of R are not arranged in order. To reorder

this in descending order, a permutation matrix P is used such that:

XP = QRP = QR̂ (5)

3. Kernel Based Classification

In this section, the two kernel based classification techniques used here, Support Vector Machine (SVM)10 and

Regularized Least Square(RLS) are briefly explained.

3.1. Regularized Least Square

The main goal of Regularized Least Square (RLS)11 is to minimize the L2 norm of error and there by calculating

the weight matrix. This weight matrix is further utilized for predicting the labels of the testing samples.

Consider a training set with training samples (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and training labels (y1, y2, . . . , yn) where xi ∈ R
d,

yi ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,T } for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Y is an n × T output matrix with Yi j = 1 if ith training sample belongs to jth class

and -1 otherwise. The optimization problem for a linear model can be formulated as:

min
W∈Rd ×T

{
1

n
‖Y − XW‖2F + λ ‖W‖2F

}
(6)

where X = [x1, x2, . . . xn]T is a n× d matrix. In the case of a non-linear model, the above formulation can be modified

as:

min
C∈Rn×T

{
1

n
‖Y −KC‖2F + λCT KC

}
. (7)

where K is an n × n matrix which includes the kernel functions Ki j = k(xi, xj). Optimum value of C can be calculated

and is used for prediction of class label.

Grand Unified Regularized Least Squares (GURLS) is a software package used in various supervised learning

problems. It utilizes RLS for its functioning and has a great importance in large scale multi class problems.

3.2. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM6 is a supervised machine learning technique used for classification and regression. It was originally designed

to serve binary classification. Consider a binary class linearly separable data with training set (xi, yi) where xi ∈ Rn is

the training sample, yi ∈ (−1, 1) is the training label and i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. The problem formulation of SVM in matrix

format for this case is:

min
w,ξ

1

2
wT w

sub ject to : D(Xw − ξe) � e
(8)

where D is a diagonal matrix of size m × m with class labels as the diagonal elements, X is the m × n data matrix, e
is m × 1 column vector of ones, w = [w1,w2, . . .wn]T and ξ ∈ R. In case of non-linear data, a mapping function φ is

utilized to map the data to higher dimension.

LibSVM is a kernel based software library which utilizes multiclass SVM12 for classification and regression.

Usually for a multiclass problem, many binary classifiers are constructed. This can be achieved by one-against-one or

one-against-all techniques. In LibSVM, one-against-one method is used to generate k(k−1)
2

binary classes for a k-class

problem.
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Fig. 1: Flow diagram of important processes in the proposed work.

4. Methodology

The experiment is performed on standard Indian Pines and Salinas-A datasets. The image is captured using the

224 band sensor AVIRIS which operates in visible to infrared region in the electromagnetic spectrum. Indian Pines

dataset consists of 16 classes spread across 145 × 145 pixels of each band. Salinas-A is a subset of Salinas image

(within the region (591-676, 158-240)) which comprises of 6 classes spread across 86 × 83 pixels. The common

experimental procedure is to manually remove the noisy and water absorption bands and using the remaining bands for

classification. In this paper, Inter band block correlation coefficient method is used to automatically select and remove

the noisy bands. A significant improvement in the computational complexity is achieved on applying the proposed

method to the dataset before performing its singular value decomposition. The preprocessed data is then given for

dimensionality reduction using SVD. The output matrix V of SVD is given as an input to the QR decomposition

algorithm. Kernel based classification is done using GURLS and LibSVM libraries on the original and dimensionally

reduced data. The hyperspectral cube of size m× n× l is converted into a two dimensional data of size l ×mn. 10, 20,

30, 40,and 50% of pixel vectors from each class are chosen for training and all the pixel vectors in the data are taken

for testing.Before generating training and testing samples, the background pixels (class 0) are removed. Accuracy

assessment measures like Class wise accuracy (CA), Overall accuracy (OA), Kappa coefficients (K) and Average

accuracy (AA) are used to validate the performance of classification with and without dimensionality reduction.

These measures are calculated from the confusion matrix which is generated using original class label and predicted

class label. The flow graph of these steps is shown in fig.1.

5. Experiments and Result Analysis

The water absorption bands are removed manually from Indian Pines and Salinas-A datasets. This is achieved by

discarding the bands [104-108], [150-163], 220 of Indian pines and bands [108-112], [154-167], 224 of Salinas-A

dataset. The remaining bands are used for classification in GURLS and LibSVM packages. In GURLS, classification

was done using LOO (leave one out) and HO (hold out) cross validations in linear, radial basis function (RBF)

and randfeats kernels. In this library, the parameters are selected automatically. The classification in LibSVM was

performed using linear, polynomial and RBF kernels with 5-fold cross validation. In this paper, the control parameters

C and γ are chosen by trial and error method such that these parameters give the best cross validation accuracy. C and

γ parameters were estimated to be 1000, 0.4 for Indian pines and 100, 0.5 for Salinas-A dataset.

Inter band block correlation coefficient is performed on the hyperspectral image and the remaining 188 bands of

Indian Pines and 183 bands of Salinas-A dataset are given for SVD and QR decomposition. After dimensionality

reduction, only 100 bands are given for classification. C and γ parameters for dimensionally reduced datasets were

estimated to be 106, 0.6 for Indian pines and 100,0.5 for Salinas-A. For 10% training sample, the overall accuracy for

original and dimensionally reduced Indian pines dataset are 83.52% and 84.67% respectively. Similarly, for Salinas-A

dataset the overall accuracies are 99.10% and 99.3082%. From this experiment it is clear that even with 50% reduction

in dimension, comparable accuracies are obtained by kernel based classification. Further to validate the analysis, the

experiment was extended to 20, 30, 40 and 50% training samples. The classification accuracies for 10 and 40 %

training samples of original and dimension reduced datasets are tabulated in Table1 and Table 2,3 respectively. Figure
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Fig. 2: Ground Truth (a) Indian Pines (b) Salinas-A

Table 1: Classification Accuracies of 10% and 40% Indian Pines and Salinas-A dataset for GURLS and LibSVM

% of

training data
Accuracies

GURLS ( RBF kernel) LibSVM (Polynomial kernel)

Indian Pines Salinas-A Indian Pines Salinas-A

10

OA

AA

K

83.52

77.18

0.811

99.5325

99.40

0.9941

80.67

65.31

0.777

99.1025

98.96

0.9888

40

OA

AA

K

93.65

92.53

0.928

99.8878

99.88

0.9986

91.39

88.26

0.901

99.9065

99.89

0.9988

Table 2: Classification Accuracies of dimensionally reduced IndianPines dataset for GURLS and LibSVM

% of

training

data

Accuracies

GURLS LibSVM

Linear RBF Randfeat Linear RBF Polynomial

CV=loo CV=ho CV=loo CV=ho CV=loo CV=ho CV=5-fold CV=5-fold CV=5-fold

10

OA

AA

K

66.8065

50.83

0.6098

66.8065

50.83

0.6098

84.0472

81.10

0.8176

84.6717

82.28

0.8247

49.2341

28.49

0.3768

69.7044

53.04

0.6452

79.4321

78.84

0.7652

80.3103

79.66

0.7757

82.8569

80.47

0.8038

40

OA

AA

K

68.5335

51.41

0.6286

68.5433

51.42

0.6287

93.3554

92.64

0.9241

93.5799

92.81

0.9267

51.1465

31.28

0.4034

69.9953

52.33

0.6431

87.2280

88.50

0.8542

89.5697

90.76

0.8811

88.6818

90.24

0.8707

2 shows the ground truth for Indian Pines and Salinas-A datasets. Classification map for 10% training samples of

Salinas-A and 10, 30, 50% training samples of Indian pines dataset with dimensional reduction are as shown in fig.5

and fig.4 respectively. Comparison of the Indian pines and Salinas-A datasets with and without reducing dimension is

shown in fig.3.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the dimension of Indian Pines and Salinas-A datasets are reduced effectively using band selection

techniques. Dimensionality reduction reduces the computational complexity while preserving the critical information

in the hyperspectral images. Experimental analysis shows that even with 50% reduction in dimension, the accuracies

obtained from kernel based classification in dimensionally reduced image is comparable to that of the original image.
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Table 3: Classification Accuracies of dimensionally reduced Salinas-A dataset for GURLS and LibSVM

% of

training

data

Accuracies

GURLS LibSVM

Linear RBF Randfeat Linear RBF Polynomial

CV=loo CV=ho CV=loo CV=ho CV=loo CV=ho CV=5-fold CV=5-fold CV=5-fold

10

OA

AA

K

94.6522

93.03

0.9326

94.3717

92.63

0.9290

99.3269

99.18

0.9916

99.009

98.81

0.9876

98.3358

97.82

0.9791

98.7472

98.36

0.9843

99.2895

99.16

0.9911

39.7158

29.95

0.1721

99.3082

99.16

0.9913

40

OA

AA

K

92.9693

90.70

0.9111

95.6619

94.36

0.9454

99.9252

99.92

0.9991

99.8504

99.85

0.9981

98.6911

98.34

0.9836

98.9529

98.66

0.9869

99.9626

99.94

0.9995

68.4929

63.91

0.5866

99.9813

99.96

0.9998

Fig. 3: Comparison of Overall accuracy of the datasets with and without dimensionality reduction (a) Indian Pines (b) Salinas-A

Fig. 4: Classification maps of dimensionally reduced Indian Pines data set for 10, 30, 50% training data with classifiers: GURLS - RBF kernel and

LibSVM - polynomial kernel (a) GURLS-10% (b) LibSVM-10% (c) GURLS-30% (d) LibSVM-30% (e) GURLS-50% (f) LibSVM-50%
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Fig. 5: Classification maps of dimensionally reduced Salinas-A data set for 10% training data with classifiers: GURLS a) linear-loo b) linear-ho c)

rbf-loo d) rbf-ho e) randfeat-loo f) randfeat-ho and LibSVM g) linear h) rbf i) polynomial
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